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ABSTRACT
Distributed media rich systems, which can provide ubiqui-
tous services to human users, require perceptive capabili-
ties, transparently embedded in the surroundings, to con-
tinuously sense users’ needs, status, and the context, filter
and fuse a multitude of real-time media data, and react by
adapting the environment to the user. Designing such real-
time adaptivity into an open reactive system is challenging
as run-time situations are partially known or unknown in
the design phase and multiple, potentially conflicting, crite-
ria have to be taken into account during the runtime. The
ARIA media workflow architecture [4, 18, 19, 20], which is
composed of adaptive media sensing, processing, and actuat-
ing units, processes, filters, and fuses sensory inputs and ac-
tuates responses in real-time. Unlike traditional workflows,
a media processing workflow needs to capture inherent re-
dundancy and imprecision in media, in terms of alternative
ways of achieving a given goal. The object streams are only
statistically accurate due to the inherent uncertainty of fea-
ture extractors. In this paper, we present a quality-aware
early object elimination scheme to enable informed resource
savings in continuous real-time media processing workflows.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.1.3 [Processor Architectures]: Other Architecture Styles—
Data-flow architectures; C.2.4 [Computer-communication
Networks]: Distributed Systems—Distributed applications;
I.4.8 [Image Processing and Computer Vision]: Scene
Analysis—Sensor fusion; J.5 [Arts and Humanities]: Per-
forming arts; G.3 [Probability and Statistics]: Distribu-
tion functions
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1. INTRODUCTION
Different self-adaptive systems, such as smart rooms, smart

offices, and smart class-rooms, have different structures and
components. One common aspect of such systems, on the
other hand, is that they need to process various media col-
lected through environmental sensors and react by actuating
appropriate responses. The data, which are continuously
collected from the surroundings and filtered/fused by the
stream processors, can be of various types, such as real-time
motion, audio/video events, spatial location of objects.

In ARIA [4, 18, 19, 20], we are developing a framework to
describe activities in terms of adaptive media sensing, pro-
cessing, and actuating workflows. Unlike traditional work-
flows, a media service workflow captures

• continuous processing required at the nodes due to
streaming nature of the sensory data,

• inherent redundancy and imprecision in media and al-
ternative ways of achieving a given goal. For example,
a given media object may be processed in different
ways or different sensory data can be used to extract
the same information. Alternatives may have different
qualities (effectiveness) and costs (time and resource),

• quality of service requirements at different levels of
the workflow, which is composed of individual media
sensing, processing, and actuating units.

At the lowest level, ARIA media processing and integra-
tion workflows (Figure 1(a)), describe how a specific me-
dia processing task can be performed by combining various
sensors, media filters and information fusion operators, and
actuators. The adaptive nature of ARIA is due to the com-
ponents that are programmable and adaptable: delay and
quality characteristics of individual operators can be con-
trolled via a number of parameter values.

One common characteristic of media processing applica-
tions is the uncertainty or imprecision of data. For example,
in wireless sensor networks, the sensory data is likely to be
an approximation of the physical value because of factors
such as limited processing power of the data stream pro-
cessor and limited battery power of sensors. In media data
streams (such as video, audio and motion), raw data inputs
are filtered and fused through feature extraction modules to
produce a variety of feature streams. The resulting feature
streams are only statistically accurate due to the inherent
imprecision.
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Figure 1: (a) An example media processing workflow: “S” denotes sensors, “F” denotes filters, “χ” denotes
fusion operators, and “A” denotes actuators; (b) an operator with two alternative behaviors (each represented
by a state machine), two input queues, and one output queue; (c) a workflow for tracking movement poses
created in ARIA GUI (many processing elements in the workflow have alternative behaviors, for each such
operator the most suitable behavior will need to be selected adaptively)

In [4, 20], we presented ARIA Media Processing Workflow
Architecture, where workflow optimization was conducted
to optimize the overall performance of the system in terms
of output quality, resource usage, and delay, in the pres-
ence of operators that have alternative behaviors. Although
the model and optimization algorithms enabled the choice
of appropriate behaviors in a quality-aware manner, they
did not take into account the variabilities in the behaviors
of the operators (Figure 1(b)). In this paper, we extend
the model to account for the variabilities and present a dis-
tributed optimization algorithm that takes such variability
into account. We then present a quality-aware early object
elimination scheme to enable informed resource savings in
continuous real-time media processing workflows. In par-
ticular, stated QoS requirements, such as QoS requirements
of ARIA architecture, are preregistered constraints, for in-
stance, “deliver data objects to actuator a, such that we can
be at least κ confident that the quality of the object is above
the threshold qc” are used for the elimination of unpromising
objects from the workflows. We show that due to the adap-
tive nature of the ARIA workflows, choosing which objects

to eliminate based on these QoS statements is not trivial.
Therefore, we present an efficient and effective heuristic for
real-time object selection.

2. RELATED WORK
In multimedia application management domain, Q-RAM [14,

15], provides a set of QoS optimization schemes, with dis-
crete QoS options, in the context of video-conferencing. QoS-
aware middleware, such as QOS Broker [17] and DQM [25],
provides efficient QoS architectures for network transmis-
sion. ERDoS introduces the concept of dynamic applica-
tion structuring to provide the best end-to-end implemen-
tation of an application in heterogeneous, distributed en-
vironments [9]. A system manager adaptively determines
which resources to allocate to each application and how to
schedule all applications on shared resources. Unlike ARIA,
these works consider each task as an independent applica-
tion. Recently, there have been a number of efforts in auto-
matic composition of distributed multimedia services (Spi-
derNet [13], SAHARA [21, 22], SPY-Net [26], CANS [12],
and Infopipes [3]). In most media service composition work,



the goal is to communicate a media object or a stream from
a source server to a media consumer, while the overlay rout-
ing nodes provide (mostly application level) services, such as
transcoding and mixing. Unlike these works, which focus on
network, our focus is to address challenges associated with
multimedia workflow design, adaptation, and evolution that
arise in ubiquitous system design and deployment.

In data engineering domain, there has been a flurry of
activities in the area of data stream and workflow manage-
ment [1, 16, 11, 23, 5, 2]. Due to the continuous nature of
data streams, adaptation has been a crucial aspect of these
systems. On the other hand, there has been little prior work
in using QoS in the context of data-flow architectures. One
exception is Aurora, which focuses on QoS- and memory-
aware operator scheduling and load shedding for coping with
transient spikes in a data stream network [5, 24].

Previous research dealing with confidence-based queries is
mainly focused on physical monitoring, feedback, and con-
trol environments, where snapshot queries are issued from
the query initiator and routed over wireless sensor network
to a designated node or a group of destination nodes and the
destination nodes send the query result based on its reading
of the physical world back to the root of the network. [10]
establishes a statistical model of physical environments and
augments the results of querying sensor networks with addi-
tional information on interval and the confidence. Whether
a reading is acquired or not depends on whether the statis-
tical model is sufficient to answer a query with acceptable
confidence. [24] proposes a confidence model for the thermal
state estimation in a wearable battlefield sensor system and
the confidence level for the personal area sensor networks is
determined by methods used for measuring body tempera-
ture, the latency of the data and the thermal states. The
query framework in [8] is proposed for the historical data in
sensor networks. [7] studied the probabilistic queries in sen-
sor environments in which data imprecision are due to the
continuous changes of physical environments and resource
limitation. Imprecise data is represented by interval and a
continuous probability distribution function that indicates
how the real value is distributed within interval. The scope
of ARIA [4, 18, 19] focused on a query architecture over
the push-based media object processing workflows, where
rich sensory data arrive at the processing nodes of a me-
dia processing workflow, and the results are delivered to the
actuators after being processed at each operator node.

3. MEDIA PROCESSING WORKFLOWS
In ARIA framework, imperfections are due to various rea-

sons, including the presence of media processing modules
and index structures which can provide different quality lev-
els depending on the available resources and processing time.
The presence of a quality/resource trade-offs enable grace-
ful degradation of the services provided by the system, but it
also renders the real-time optimization and adaptation more
challenging.

A particular challenge with quality-aware optimization of
the media processing workflows is the assessment of the
quality itself. If each algorithm and index-structure used
in the workflow had a highly predictable quality (or accu-
racy) associated with it, the quality assessment would be
straightforward. However, in general, accuracy of the algo-
rithms themselves are unpredictable, as they depend on var-
ious factors, including the data content of the input objects
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Figure 2: Example quality assessment and confi-
dence plots with the same expected quality (0.7) but
different degrees of confidence

being processed. Therefore, in addition to accuracy, each
behavior of an operator need to be associated with a degree
of confidence. Consequently, each object being streamed be-
tween the components of a media processing workflow has
a quality assessment as well as a degree of confidence asso-
ciated with this assessment. The basic information unit in
transmission is a data object.

Definition 3.1 (Object). Each object in the system
consists of:

• an object payload, such as a string, a numeric value,
or an image region,

• an object header, describing the object state, includ-
ing the object size, the quality assessment, degree of
confidence associated with this assessment, and other
meta-data.

Figure 1(c) illustrates an example where media processing
in ARIA may result in various qualities of objects depending
on how the raw data is processed. In the example, two per-
formers are scripted to draw various shapes in the air with
their arms and their arm motions tracked by a 3D-motion
tracking device. The output of the 3D motion tracking is
filtered and clustered by a Label Differentiator. The shape
detector recognizes the shapes with a degree-of-confidence
and the recognized shape drives the visual content projected
on the screen. Note that depending on the sampling rate,
the number of 3D markers, and cameras used for identifying
the exact trajectory of the performer’s arm in the 3D envi-
ronment, the quality of the shape labels generated can vary.
Although, whichever processing alternative is chosen, the
actual quality of an individual shape label depends on en-
vironmental factors (such as the performer’s speed and the
clarity of her movement), it is possible to assess the expected
quality of a particular object as a function of the processing
alternative chosen and knowledge about the environmental
factors, if they are available. In this paper, we do not focus
on how these assessments are computed for different media
processing operations or how the operation alternatives are
chosen (interested reader can refer to [6] for the former and
[20] for the latter). Instead we focus on the use of these
quality assessments in early pruning of unpromising objects
to save resources.

Once again, note that in general it is not possible to com-
pute the actual quality of a given object (for instance the
precision of the shape label in the example given above)
in real time. Instead, we use quality assessments that can



be computed based on knowledge about the media process-
ing operators and knowledge about relevant environmental
factors. Without loss of generality, we model the quality
assessment of an object o and the associated confidence,
using a normal distribution No(qo, ξo) (modified to fall in
the range [0, 1] instead of (−∞,∞)) as shown in Figure 2.
The mean of the curve (0.7 in the example) denotes the
quality assessment for the object, and the standard devia-
tion denotes the confidence associated with this assessment:
smaller standard deviation indicates higher confidence. For
the validity of this model, we rely on the well-known central
limit theorem, which states that an average tends to be nor-
mally distributed, even when the distribution from which
the average is computed is not normally distributed. In
fact, various statistical procedures and tools, such as quality
control charts, rely on this to deal with process qualities.

3.1 Operator Behavior Quality Assessment
Objects are streamed between pairs of media operators in

a media processing workflow.

Definition 3.2 (Media Operator). A media opera-
tor takes objects from its input streams and outputs a new
resulting object into its output stream. Each operator is as-
sociated with a set of alternative behaviors that are logically
equivalent, but provide different quality levels of outputs,
with consuming different amount of resources (Figure 1(b)).
Let vi be an operator in the workflow,

• βi = {bi1, · · · , bik} is a set of behaviors associated with
vi.

• each behavior, bi,j : Ti,1 × · · · × Ti,m → Ti,out, maps
m input objects to an output object. Here, Ti,l denotes
the type of the object expected at the lth input queue.

• each behavior, bi,j ∈ β, has an expected operation qual-
ity, also described by a normal distribution, Ni,j(εi,j , ξi,j),
where εi,j and ξi,j denote the expected quality and the
associated confidence of the behavior.

• each behavior, bi,j ∈ β, has an expected delay ∆bi,j.
In this paper, we do not focus on the variabilities in
the delay of the operators.

Media operators can be classified into two categories, based
on their operation quality functions:

Input-independent Operators: This is the simplest case
where the quality of the output object is independent of the
input object or its quality assessment. In this case, the qual-
ity assessment of the output object generated by behavior
bi,j is simply equal to Nout(qout, ξout) = Ni,j(εi,j , ξi,j).

Input-dependent Operators. In most cases, the output
quality of the operator depends on the input object quali-
ties. In general, given a behavior, bi,j , with only one input
object, the output quality qi,out and confidence ξi,out of the
generated object can be computed as follows1 :

1As we later describe in Section 3.2, in this paper we focus
on so called chain workflows, where each operator has only
one input. The problems remains hard even for this case.
The computation of the output quality assessment for input-
dependent operators in chain workflows is presented in the
appendix. We are currently extending these results to tree
as well as DAG-workflows.

Figure 3: A chain workflow with operators with four
nodes: a sensor, two intermediate filters and an ac-
tuator. Each node in the workflow has multiple be-
haviors

qi,out =εi,j × qin

ξ2
i,out =ξ2

in × ξ2
i,j + ξ2

in × ε2
i,j + q2

in × ξ2
i,j

where qin and ξin correspond to the input quality and confi-
dence, and εi,j and ξi,j correspond to the operation quality
and confidence of a filter. In ARIA, there are also other
types of operators, where the operation quality of the oper-
ator itself is not fixed and depends on the input object or
its quality assessment. For instance, the operation quality
of a behavior bi,j may be described as Ni,j(Πi,j × qin, ξi,j),
where the expected operation quality itself depends on the
input object. In general, we can denote the output object
quality of such an operator as Nout(fq(qin, ξin), fξ(qin, ξin)),
for some fq and fξ.

3.2 Workflows
Based on the above definitions of objects and media op-

erators, we can now define a media processing workflow as
follows:

Definition 3.3 (Media processing workflow). A me-
dia processing workflow is an acyclic directed connected graph,
G(V, E) where

• V is a set of nodes that represent media operators and
E is a set of edges that indicate object streams. ∀vi ∈
V , in(vi) is the set of incoming streams and out(vi) is
the set of outgoing ones.

• ∀ej ∈ in(vi), there is a queue qj of objects waiting
for processing. If the queue length exceeds a maximum
level, size(qi), then the queue manager needs to drop
objects.

• ∀vi ∈ V , vi has a time window wi such that each k-
tuple of objects from different input queues of vi re-
ceived within wi time units of each other have to be
processed by a behavior, bi,j , of node vi, i.e. the ar-
rival time of objects in a k-tuple, 〈o1, . . . , ok〉, must be
within the same time window wi,

• the output frequency of the nodes are variable; in par-
ticular, at any point in time, fi,out = 1

∆bi,s
, where bi,s

is the most recent selected behavior of vi and ∆bi,s is
its processing delay.

In the remainder of the paper, we focus solely on chain
workflows (such as in Figure 3), where each operator has
only one input. The problem of early elimination of un-
promising objects remains hard even in this case, as each
operator can have multiple behaviors, with different charac-
teristics. We are currently extending these results to tree as
well as DAG-workflows.



4. WORKFLOW EVALUATION WITH EARLY
ELIMINATION

Various delay, resource, and quality constraints are im-
posed on the workflows on the ARIA architecture. QoS
requirements of ARIA architecture are preregistered con-
straints, such as

• “deliver data objects to actuator a, such that we can
be at least κ confident that the quality of the object
is above the threshold qc”;

Given an object quality assessment No(qo, ξo), this constraint
is equivalent to ensure that the object o satisfies the follow-
ing: Z 1

qc

No(qo, ξo) dq ≥ κ

Note that, given such a constraint, it is critical for media
processing workflows to save resources by filtering out, as
early as possible, those objects that do not satisfy this con-
straint. Early elimination of unpromising objects prevent
promising objects from being dropped from operator queues
by load shedding processes. Consequently, the early drop
decisions made on the unpromising objects has a significant
effect on the throughput and output quality of media pro-
cessing workflows.

Consider a chain workflow (such as in Figure 3)

〈op1, op2, . . . , opi, . . . , opn〉.
Let us also assume that an object o with quality assessment,
No(qo, ξo) arrives at the input queue of operator oi. If this
object is eliminated from this queue without any processing,
the total savings in the processing time (or CPU resources)
this will provide is

saveelim(o, i) ≤
X

i≤l≤n

max{∆bi,j | bi,j ∈ βi}

Note that an object with low current quality assessment
is actually likely to consume more resources in the future
to prevent further reductions in the quality. Therefore, in-
formally, given two objects o1 and o2, such that o1 is less
likely to satisfy the constraint than o2, saveelim(o1, i) >
saveelim(o2, i).

4.1 Early Object Elimination
Let us reconsider the object o, waiting to be processed by

operator oi. Given the remainder of the workflow 〈opi, . . . , opn〉,
let p = 〈bi,p(i), . . . , bn,p(n)〉 denote an execution plan (here
p(i), denotes the index of the chosen behavior of operator
oi). Given this plan, we can compute the combined opera-
tion quality as

Np,comb(i,...,n)(εp,comb(i,··· ,n), ξp,comb(i,··· ,n)),

where, εp,comb(i,··· ,n) and ξp,comb(i,··· ,n) are as shown in Fig-
ure 4. Therefore, for this plan, given the object quality
assessment, No(qo, ξo), we can compute an expected final
object quality assessment, No,p,out(qo,p,out, ξo,p,out). An ex-
ecution plan, p, whereZ 1

qc

No,p,out(qo,p,out, ξo,p,out) dq < κ,

is not a valid plan as it does not lead into a valid final object.
The set of valid plans for object o, is denoted as P (o). Thus,

if an object o does not have any valid plan, i.e. P (o) = ∅,
the object can be trivially eliminated.

4.2 Forced Early Object Elimination
Note that, if there is at least one valid plan for o, then

its elimination is not desirable. However, in some cases, an
object may need to be eliminated (for example, due to the
queue size constraints, even when there are valid plans for
it). In these cases, we need to choose an object among all
the objects in the queue such that the least possible saving
from eliminating the object out of the queue is maximized.
Consider an object o at the input queue of the ith operator.
The savings, saveelim(o, i), from eliminating the object from
the queue is lower bounded by

min{
X
i..n

∆bi,p(i) | p is a valid plan}

Therefore, finding an object which has the largest minimum
savings requires identifying the lowest cost valid plans for
each object in the queue. However, since there are expo-
nentially many paths even in a chain workflow and since a
shortest-path based selection of a valid path with minimum
savings is not feasible, finding such an object is not trivial.
Therefore, given an object o, instead of trying to compute
a valid path with the minimum savings, we use the follow-
ing heuristic to find an estimate on the minimum savings
(without actually identifying the corresponding path itself):

1. We first find the smallest, save⊥(o), and largest, save�(o),
possible savings. Since, we do not limit the search to
valid plans, this step is trivial.

2. We compute the constraint satisfaction confidences,
conf⊥(o) and conf�(o), associated with the plans cor-
responding to these savings.

3. Assuming that processing delay and confidence are
positively correlated, we estimate the expected valid
savings, saveelim(o, i), as

save⊥(o)+

„
κ − conf⊥(o)

conf�(o) − conf⊥(o)
× (save�(o) − save⊥(o))

«

Note that this is an efficient, O(|V |klogk), heuristic, where
|V | is the number of operators on the chain and k is the max-
imum number of behaviors in any operator. The heuristic
achieves this efficiency primarily by avoiding the computa-
tion of valid plans. Also, in the absence of precise knowl-
edge about how the delay and confidence are correlated, it
assumes a linear relationship between these two properties.
Certainly, knowledge about this relationship would lead into
better heuristics. Nevertheless, in the next section, we eval-
uate our confidence-based early object elimination scheme
without using such extra knowledge and show that results
are remarkably accurate even without relying on such infor-
mation.

5. RESULTS
The goal of forced object elimination is to choose the

object with the most savings in the queue for elimination.
Therefore, we ran a number of experiments where we com-
pared the elimination ranking obtained by a brute force
search with the elimination ranking obtained by the pro-
posed heuristic.



εp,comb(i,··· ,i) = q̂in × εi,p(i)

ξ2
p,comb(i,··· ,i) = ξ̂2

in × (ξ2
i,p(i) + ε2

i,p(i)) + q̂2
in × ξ2

i,p(i)

εp,comb(i,··· ,n) =

8>><
>>:
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n,p(n) c1,n = 0, c2,n = 1 if opn is dependent)

+c1,n × ξ2
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Figure 4: Composite quality assessment of a chain plan p. q̂ and ξ̂ denote the quality assessment of the input object

We fixed the chain workflow length to 6 operators. We
also varied the number of behaviors per operator from 2 to
6. The average quality, ε, of a behavior varied between 0.7
and 0.9, while the variance, ξ, was between 0.1 and 0.3. The
delay of operators varied between 10 and 60 milliseconds.
Note that the algorithm assumes that there is a correlation
between cost and quality. In order to consider the worst
case scenario for the algorithm, we did not associate any
correlations between the quality- and delay-properties of the
behaviors of the operators.

We considered different queue sizes (3 to 11) and used the
following rank precision measure, 0 ≤ rp ≤ 1, to compare
brute force ranks with heuristic ranks:

rp = 1 − 1

k

 
kX

i=1

|bri − eri|

k

2
� +

˛̨�k
2
 − i

˛̨
!

,

where bri is the brute force rank of one of the k objects
in the queue and eri is its estimated rank. We ran each
experiment 5 times reporting the average.

The results were very encouraging. The average precision
of the algorithm for all cases was 94.1%. Even when the
high precision due to cases where no-valid plan exists for
any of the objects or valid plans for all objects have the
same amount of savings are excluded, the rank precision of
the algorithm stayed at 88.6%. As expected, for larger num-
ber of behaviors, there was a slight decrease in the ranked
precision as the overall variability in the system increased in
those cases, but the reduction was too slight (less than 1%
in the experiments) to be of any concern.

In terms of execution time, as expected, the brute force
solution proved to be unscalable in query processing time,
with execution time varying from the order of milliseconds,
when the number of behaviors set to 2, to the order of sec-
onds when the number of behaviors per operator is set to 6.
On the other hand, the proposed heuristic was highly scal-
able, with the execution time in the order of milliseconds for
more complex scenarios.

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we first highlighted that ubiquitous and

distributed media rich systems require real-time media pro-
cessing workflows for filtering and fusing rich media data
continuously collected from the surroundings. Since such

processing is inherently resource heavy and since the data
and processing both are inherently imprecise, it is important
to develop workflow plans that adapt their behavior to real-
time conditions. In this paper, we presented a confidence-
based early object elimination scheme which ensures that
resources are used only for those objects that are likely to
satisfy the stated QoS constraints. We showed that due to
the adaptive nature of the ARIA workflows, choosing which
objects to eliminate based on these QoS statements is not
trivial. Therefore, we presented an efficient and effective
heuristic for object selection. We are currently extending
these results to tree as well as DAG media processing work-
flows.
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Appendix: Output Quality Assessment for Input-
Dependent Operators
As discussed in Section 3.1, in many cases, the output quali-
ties of operators depend on the input object qualities. Since
in this paper, we focus on chain workflows, in this appendix,
we describe how to compute the output quality qi,out and
confidence ξi,out of the generated object, given a behavior,
bi,j , with only one input object. In this appendix, we use
the following notation:

• q is a variable associated with the object qualities.

• t is a variable associated with the operator qualities.

• qin is the mean of the quality assessment of the input.

• ξin is the confidence level for estimating the quality
qin of the input object (i.e., the standard deviation with
respect to the mean; this measures the spread in the
quality of the input object).

• εi,j is the mean operation quality of the selected op-
erator.

• ξi,j is the confidence level for estimating the opera-
tion quality εi,j (once again, this is the standard devi-
ation with respect to the mean and measures spread in
the operation quality of the behavior).

• q1 is the first moment about the origin of the object
quality variable q (is equal to qin).

• t1 is the first moment about the origin of the operator
quality variable t (is equal to εi,j).

• q2 is the second moment about the origin of the object
quality variable q.

• t2 is the second moment about the origin of the op-
erator quality variable t.

• qi,out is the mean quality of the output objects that
are generated by node i given qin.

• ξi,out is the confidence for estimating the quality qi,out

of the output objects (i.e., the standard deviation).

Consider an input-dependent operator with the window
size of one object that takes an input object from the input
queue and outputs a new object. Let the random variables
q and t respectively, denote the input quality and operation
quality. Assume that q and t are independent and normally
distributed in the range [0, 1]. The quality of the new object
is a random variable given by q × t. The expected quality
of the new object is then given by:

qi,out =

Z 1

0

„Z 1

0

t × Ni,j(εi,j , ξi,j) dt

«
×q × Nin(qin, ξin) dq

=

Z 1

0

εi,j × q × Nin(qin, ξin) dq

= εi,j × qin

Thus, the expected quality of the new object is the product
of the expected quality of input objects and the expected
operation quality of operators which conforms to intuition.

The variance of the product then can be computed as
follows:

ξ2
i,out =

Z 1

0

„Z 1

0

(q × t − qi,out)
2 × Ni,j(εi,j , ξi,j) dt

«
×Nin(qin, ξin) dq

=

Z 1

0

„Z 1

0

(q2t2 − 2qtqi,out + q2
i,out) × Ni,j(εi,j , ξi,j) dt

«
×Nin(qin, ξin) dq

= q2t2 − 2q1t1qi,out + q2
i,out

= q2t2 − 2q2
i,out + q2

i,out

= q2t2 − q2
i,out

= (ξ2
in + q2

in)(ξ2
i,j + ε2

i,j) − (εi,j × qin)2

= ξ2
in × ξ2

i,j + ξ2
in × ε2

i,j + q2
in × ξ2

i,j


